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Philippine Transport  
Modes 

Tricycle Jeepney 
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Pedicab 
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Flooding… 
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Cycling in the City 
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Cycling in the City 
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Outline 

u  What is transportation desirability? 

u  Incorporating social equity in transportation desirability assessment 

u  Existing theories on justice 

u  Measuring accessibility 

u  Closing 



Transportation Desirability Model 

u  A tool for determining which areas require 
some form of infrastructure and/or policy 
intervention, and for assessing potential 
impacts of major infrastructure projects – 
using a set of criteria which altogether form 
what we refer to as “Transport Desirability” 

Figure. Sample maps (from 2016 BAQ Conference). 
Legend: dTCi, transportation cost index; dEi, energy 
intensity index; dCCi, climate change index; dHi, health 
impact index; dNHi, non-health impact index; dVi, 
vulnerability index; dTi, travel time index; dCi, comfort 
index. 
 

Metro Manila Map 



Motivation for a Tool 

u  What is a good transport system? 
u  What are the developments in Project Assessment? 

u  Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) and multi-objective tools (Iniestra and 
Gutierrez, 2009; Saat and Serrano, 2014; Joumard and Nicolas, 2010); 
considering varying stakeholder priorities (Li et al., 2015); spatial equity in 
project assessment (Joshi and Lambert, 2007) 

u  What are the developments in Transportation Planning? 

u  Growing popularity of GIS; spatial analysis.  

u  Conceptualization and assessment capability 

u  Issues: 

u  Forced aggregation of indicators (Banister, 1994) 

u  Vulnerability to bias from decision maker (Black et al., 2002) 

u  The presence of management-level indicators (e.g. economic benefits, 
compensation, value for money, potential utilization rate) can easily 
overshadow indicators such as energy intensity, accessibility and others 
usually related to sustainability and equity. 



Desirability / noun 

u  Desirability, as defined by leading dictionaries is/having: 

u  desirable conditions (Merriam-Webster) 

u  the quality of being worth having (Cambridge English Dictionary) 

u  the quality of being desirable (Oxford Dictionary) 

u  Furthermore, looking up the word desirable provides more clarity: 

u  having pleasing qualities or properties; worth seeking or doing as 
advantageous, beneficial, or wise. (Merriam-Webster) 

u  worth having and wanted by most people (Cambridge English Dictionary) 

u  wished for as being an attractive, useful or necessary course of action (Oxford 
Dictionary) 



Desirability in Transport-related Studies 

u  Driver safety à Socially desirable responding 

u  Being desirable as being culturally accepted/approved (Crowne and Marlowe, 1960); 
having moral bias (Paulhus, 1984) 

u  Mode choice studies 

u  Pleasantness of the available set of mode alternatives (Chorus, 2012); preferability of one 
mode over another (Levin and Herring, 1981; Clayton et al., 2015) 

u  Project assessment 

u  A proposed route’s aesthetic, environmental and social preferability, as defined by future 
users (Riedesel and Cook, 1970); social desirability as synonymous to social welfare 
(Winston and Maheshri, 2007) 

u  Engineering 

u  Optimization of multi-response processes (Derringer and Suich, 1980; Myers and 
Montgomery, 2002) 



The Transportation Desirability 
Framework? 

u  An “idealism” of the transportation 
infrastructure network, with regards to 
how satisfactorily it can provide for the 
travel needs of the population across a 
region. 

u  It is a GIS-based diagnostic, as much     
as it is an assessment tool. It can aid       in 
the conceptualization of new 
infrastructure projects, and in the 
assessment of proposed ones. 

u  Unhindered by management-level 
indicators, it may even challenge path-
dependent development. 



Incorporating Social Equity…? 



Takes of some theories on justice 

u  Utilitarianism (cost-benefit) 

u  Libertarianism (free-market, minimal gov’t intervention) 

u  Intuitionism (indicators depend on the situation) 

u  Rawl’s Egalitarianism (acceptable level of difference) 

u  Capabilities Approach (capability, instead of material) 



Distributive Justice and CA 

u  Accessibility as a “combined capability” 

u  Personal factors 

u  Environmental factors 

u  Reducing the gap in accessibility among 
the population 

u  Defining a minimum acceptable threshold 



Challenges to operationalizing 
Accessibility as a measure of Social Equity 

u  Using optimization tools, you can minimize the difference in accessibility 
among population 

u  Defining a minimum “acceptable” threshold for accessibility 

u  Proper clustering of people based on socio-demographics 

u  Gender, residence, physical fitness, educational attainment, financial capacity, 
social status 

u  Extensive data gathering on existing land-use and transport infrastructure 

u  Location of basic opportunities and services (schools, hospitals, churches, 
supermarkets, shopping centers) 

u  Available transport modes and routes 

u  How to aggregate, if needed? 

 



How to measure Accessibility? 

u  Some examples 

u  Using isochrones 

u  Within a fixed amount of travel time, how many 
opportunities or services can you reach? (e.g. 
employment, school, healthcare) 

u  For public transit: 

u  Based on the access distance, service quality, and 
access at the destinations. 

“Accessibility is a slippery 
notion… one of those 
common terms that everyone 
uses until faced with the 
problem of defining and 
measuring it!” (Gould, 
1969) 



Summary: Social Equity in Transport 
Desirability Assessment 

u  Transport desirability is envisioned to be an idealism of the transport 
infrastructure system, considering social, mobility and sustainability factors. 

u  Diagnostic and assessment tool 

u  Social equity through distributive justice and capabilities approach. 

u  Minimizing the difference in accessibility among the population. 

u  But how to measure accessibility? 



So… How can we introduce social equity in transport desirability 
assessment? Thank you very much for your attention! 
Neil Stephen Lopez (DLSU email: neil.lopez@dlsu.edu.ph; TSU email: neil.lopez@ouce.ox.ac.uk)  


